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Abstract
This  article looks  at the relationship between two very popular middle-class  activi ties  in Late Victorian Bri ta in, photographing
and cycl ing, and explores  the influence that the new technology of phys ical  mobi l i ty had on visual  experiences  and related
photographic practices . It focuses, in particular, on the s igni ficance that new practices  of mobi l i ty and visual i ty had for a
growing body of amateur photographers  as  they negotiated these experiences  as  a  temporal i ty of late nineteenth century
modernity. Drawing on the everyday historical  experiences  of cycle and photography users  as  these were articulated at the time,
the article offers  new ins ight into the role that such body-machine interactions  had on the development of what was, effectively,
a  modern, moving, gaze. My argument is  that the sense of control  over the new ways  of moving and seeing enabled by cycl ing
contributed to shape a new visual  sel f and that, in turn, this  fuel led the des ire for a  new visual  language and means of
representation that could chal lenge dominant photographic practices , in a  manner that foresees  the emergence of snapshot
photography.
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Introduction
In February 1886, in a  letter printed in the officia l  publ ication of the Cycl is ts ’ Touring Club (CTC), Edward R Brennan wrote:
Sir, - In the C.T.C. Gazette for December, a  suggestion is  made that, as  a  winter evening’s  amusement, numbers  might uti l i se
the magic lantern. I  have long s ince done so. I  lectured three times last winter on the ‘Beauties  of Iri sh Scenery,’ and, with a
good magic lantern, l ime-l ight, and a 20ft. sheet, tried to please the eye, and at the same time convey to my audience the
impress ion made on me by seeing the world from a bicycle. I  am col lecting photos  of places  vis i ted by me in England, and
hope to take up that subject later on (1886, p 65).
Brennan was one of the consuls  of the CTC,[1] a  national  organisation founded in 1878 with the aim of supporting a  growing
body of leisure cycl is ts .[2] Consuls  such as  himself had the task of approving hotels  and inns  in the area under their care – in
his  case the county of Waterford, in the southeast of Ireland[3] – which were then l i s ted in members ’ guides  and handbooks.
Like many other cycl is ts  at this  time Brennan was also a  photographer,[4] and as  such his  fami l iari ty with us ing the lantern was
not unusual .[5] Whi le both cycl is ts  and photographers  spent the summer months  outdoors , during the winter months  less
avai lable l ight and poor weather conditions  largely l imited both practices , making room for indoors  socia l  activi ties  –
including lantern entertainments .[6] The photography and cycl ing press  of the period confirm that i t was  common for members
of camera and cycl ing clubs  to lecture us ing lantern s l ides , sometimes just within their own club or to a  paying audience.[7]
Brennan seems to have been particularly successful  at this , as  he commented later on in his  letter that ‘my three lectures  last
winter yielded £12, £16, and £18, and this  in smal l  towns’ (1886, p 65).[8] Whi le, to the best of my knowledge, whether his
s l ides  have survived is  unknown, the ti tle of this  lecture, ‘Beauties  of Iri sh Scenery’, and of the one that he was planning, ‘places
vis i ted by me in England’, indicate that the subject matter broadly coincided with what other tourists  were taking at this  time:
s i tes  of historical  and heri tage s igni ficance, or of particularly natural  beauty (Dominici , 2018a; Taylor, 1994). 
One noteworthy passage in Brennan’s  letter, however, suggests  that he thought that his  photographs were somehow di fferent
from those taken by tourist photographers  who did not cycle. Or, rather, his  comment that in his  lecture he sought to ‘convey to
my audience the impress ion made on me by seeing the world from a bicycle’ points  towards  the recognition that the experience
of cycl ing was  somehow transforming how he looked at his  environment and, consequently, how he wished to represent this
experience. Brennan was not a lone in drawing a connection between new experiences  of mobi l i ty and visual i ty; many other
photographers  were s imi larly commenting on the influence that cycl ing was  having on their visual  experiences  (Dominici ,
2018b). Since the late 1870s  a  growing body of upper- and middle-class  amateur photographers , the only group who could
real istical ly afford both technologies , had enthus iastical ly embraced cycl ing as  i t faci l i tated individual  mass-mobi l i ty and
thus  a  broad photographic practice (Dominici , 2018b; Edwards, 2012, pp 67–68). In the process , these sel f-propel led machines
shaped their visual  experiences  by enabl ing a  new relationship with their environment: as  we wi l l  see, i t was  common for
cycl is ts  to describe what they saw whi le cycl ing in terms of ‘impress ions’, ‘fleeting images’ or ‘gl impses’ fel t as  entirely under
one’s  control . 
This  new independence in mobi l i ty and visual i ty influenced what cycl is ts  thought of photography and what they came to expect
of i t. Indeed, Brennan’s  comment that he tried to ‘convey…the impress ion made on me by seeing the world from a bicycle’
suggests  that he did not cons ider his  photographs to be sufficient per se in recreating such an impress ion, something that, we
can assume, he attempted to address  with the lantern by sequencing the images  in a  particular way and by adding his
commentary. As  was  the case with many other cycl is ts , the visual  experiences  that they wrote about when they came back from
their tours  do not seem to match the photographs they took.[9] In the interaction with technologies , a  new way of visual is ing
being in the world emerged. 
In this  article I explore the relationship between such new body-machine synergies  and ensuing visual  practices . Speci fical ly, I
look at the influence that cycl ing was  fel t to have on one’s  sense of sel f and place and, in related fashion, at how the interaction
between the movement of cycl ing and the static nature of the photograph fed into a  growing interest in the representation of an
individual  experience of motion. This , I  argue, impl ici tly chal lenged existing visual  practices , laying the ground for the
emergence of a  new, informal , visual  language as  the express ion of a  new modern subject. Importantly, then, the aim of this
article i s  not that of examining the visual  language per se that the new mobi l i ty enabled, nor that of establ ishing a  l ink between
users ’ experiences  and products . Rather, the article seeks  to understand how the engagement with camera and cycle produced
modern subjectivi ties  that wished to use the camera apparatus  in new ways. In other words, i t explores  the cultural  formation
of these amateur photographers  and their des ire for a  new way of express ing visual ly one’s  sense of being in the world as  a
product of a  technology-enhanced experience of modernity, something that precedes  actual  photographs themselves. This  was
akin to that ‘des ire to photograph’ that, as  Geoffrey Batchen argues, ‘only appears  as  a  regular discourse at a  particular time
and place’ (1997, p 183). The demand for new technological  developments  that fol lowed was, in this  sense, a  materia l isation of
such des ire. For this  reason, in what fol lows I look at the experience of visual  modernity from the ground or, as  Latour puts  i t, I
‘”fol low the actors  themselves”…in order to learn from them what the col lective existence has  become in their hands’ (2005, p
12). By reconstructing the everyday experiences  of camera and cycle users , the article wi l l  contribute to our understanding of
how photographers  came to see and act the way they did.
I s tart with a  brief outl ine of the development of the practice of combining photography and cycle for leisure purposes  from the
end of the 1870s. I  then present a  framework for the analys is  of photographers ’ visual  practices  that cons iders  the experience
and temporal i ty of late nineteenth century modernity in relation to the new phys ical  mobi l i ty enabled by cycl ing. Here I focus, in
particular, on the s igni ficance that the engagement with sel f-propel led vehicles  had on people’s  way of seeing and,
consequently, understanding the world. Final ly, I  use this  perspective to examine the confluence of photographing and cycl ing
as  this  was  articulated at the time, and photographers ’ des ire to recreate what they saw whi le cycl ing in a  way fel t as
representative of their new mobi le visual  experiences. As  this  wi l l  hopeful ly show, new experiences  of moving and seeing
shaped a new visual  sel f and this , in turn, fuel led the des ire for a  new visual  language and means of representation long before
the more informal  aesthetic general ly associated with mass  photography, and which I argue was pre-empted by cycl is ts ’
photographic des ires , emerged.
Setting the scene: photographing and cycling in Late Victorian Britain
While the earl iest attempts  at carrying a  camera on sel f-propel led wheels  date back to the late-1860s,[10] this  activi ty acquired
a broader appeal  amongst the middle classes  only in the mid-1870s, when cycle technology developed a fundamental  modern
feature: speed (Herl ihy, 2004). With vehicles  that could now go faster and further afield, the bicycle became part of modern l i fe
in a  way that transcended i ts  merely functional  use as  means of transport. Fi rst with cycle racing, and by the close of the 1870s
with cycle touring too, the bicycle developed a new distinctive cultural  s igni ficance. A key reason for this , as  we wi l l  see, was
that i t offered new ways  of adapting the phys ical  sel f to the modern world by extending the capabi l i ties  of the human body, and
thus  i ts  perception of and engagement with space. By the mid-1870s  the high-wheeler (a lso known as  the ‘ordinary’ or penny-
farthing) had become the standard bicycle in Bri ta in regardless  of the fact that i t was  dangerous  to ride. The main reason for i ts
populari ty was  that i t was  fast, much faster than i ts  predecessor, the velocipede. The high-wheeler was  particularly favoured by
athletes , and cycle racing quickly became a popular publ ic spectacle.
Figure 1
© Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library
Photograph of cycl is ts  on high-wheeler bicycles  at the start l ine of a  race, with
spectators  in the background. Harrogate Meet, Harrogate, early 1880s
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Figure 2
© Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library
Photograph of cycle race, with spectators  in the background. Harrogate Meet,
Harrogate, early 1880s
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Figures  1 and 2 show two cycle races  from the early 1880s, giving a  sense of the crowd that gathered to watch these events .[11]
These competitions  put the human body on show but a lso on tria l , showing how the body could be pushed, and thus  celebrating
its  achievements . This  was  a  time when body-machine interactions  were central  in the publ ic debate, with opinions  di ffering on
the nature of technological  advancements . As  Foster for example recognises , ‘the human body and the industria l  machine were
sti l l  seen as  a l ien to one another…the machine could only be a  “magnificent” extens ion of the body or a  “troubled” constriction
of i t’ (2004, p 109): in the case of cycl ing, i t was  general ly cons idered to be the former. What is  celebrated for instance in
photographs such as  Figures  3 and 4 is  a  speci fical ly modern aesthetic of the athlete’s  body enhanced and put on display
thanks  to i ts  engagement with the new technology.
Figure 3
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Cycl is t with high-wheeler bicycle. Harrogate Meet, Harrogate, early 1880s
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Figure 4
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Cycl is t with a  case of trophies . Harrogate Meet, Harrogate, early 1880s
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Cycl ing a lso a l lowed people to transform their phys ical  sel f in another, more widely access ible, context: that of touring. The
success  of cycle racing energised the Bri tish cycle trade, which by the end of the 1870s  was flourishing, and i t a lso fostered the
demand for cycles  that the wider publ ic could use in their leisure time. The high-wheeler was  dangerous  to ride, so
manufacturers  started developing three- and four-wheeled machines  (tricycles  and quadricycles) eas ier and safer to use and
that a l lowed for the carrying of luggage too. Figure 5, for example, shows a popular model  amongst photographers , the Rotary
Tricycle produced by the Coventry Machinists ’ Company, with a  bel low camera mounted on i t.[12] Figure 6 shows two other
tricycles  next to a  photographer and the glass  plate cameras  that, we can assume, would have been carried on these tricycles .
Figure 5
© National  Science and Media Museum / Science and Society Picture Library
Engraving by John Gi lbert (1817–1897) of Coventry Rotary Tricycle with bel lows
camera fixed to the lateral  bar
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Figure 6
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Photographer with two tricycles  and two glass-plate cameras  on tripods. Harrogate
Meet, Harrogate, early 1880s
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Simultaneously, the appeal  of independent travel  was  a lso fostered and supported by organisations  such as  the CTC, which
proved extremely successful : from eighty members  in 1878, the membership had reached almost 11,000 in 1883, over 20,000 in
1885, and peaked at more than 60,000 by the close of the century. Together with the gazette, handbooks  (which, starting in 1887,
also detai led faci l i ties  providing a  darkroom)[13] and guides  produced by the CTC, cycl is ts  had at their disposal  a  number of
other tools  that encouraged them to travel  ‘far from the beaten track’ (George, 1885, p 344): OS maps, travel  guides, cyclometers ,
lamps, not to mention the sharing of personal  experiences  and recommendations  that took place within the pages  of the
photography and cycl ing press  and, as  Brennan’s  letter indicates , within photography and cycl ing clubs. Indeed, at this  time
many cycl ing clubs  opened a photographic section, as  camera clubs  did a  cycl ing one.[14] Additional ly, at the end of the 1870s
dry plates  started to be mass-produced (Pri tchard, 2010). It was  now no longer necessary to attend to the glass-plates
immediately before and after exposure, as  was  the case with the wet col lodion process . This  made the taking of photographs
outdoors  much more practical . As  a  result of these changes, cycle and camera makers  began promoting their products  to
photographers  and cycl is ts  respectively – for example, in 1879 the magazine Cycling reviewed the Scenograph camera (1879a),
whi le the Coventry Machinists ’ Company advertised on the front cover of the fi rst i ssue of the AP in 1884. These advertisements ,
together with editoria ls , letters  and articles  prais ing the combination of camera and cycle appeared with increas ing frequency
in both the photography and cycl ing press . By the close of the century contemporary commentators  agreed, as  the AP for
example declared, that ‘the cycle and camera are indissolubly wedded to one another’ (1899, p 1).
As  I argue in the fol lowing section, by embracing the new technology of phys ical  mobi l i ty amateur photographers  found
themselves  in the pos ition to negotiate – or, at least, that was  the promise – the experience and temporal i ty of late nineteenth-
century modernity. This  led to the emergence of a  des ire to use photography in consonance with their new spatio-temporal
experiences.
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Mobility and visual experiences of modernity
In one of the most famous and influentia l  accounts  of modernity, Marshal l  Berman writes  that the ‘highly developed,
di fferentiated and dynamic landscape’ within which the experience of modernity took place was one:
of steam engines, automatic factories , ra i l roads, vast new industria l  zones; of teeming ci ties  that have grown overnight,
often with dreadful  human consequences; of dai ly newspapers , telegraphs, telephones and other mass  media,
communicating on an ever wider scale; of increas ingly strong national  states  and multinational  aggregations  of capital ;
of mass  socia l  movements  fighting these modernizations  from above with their own modes of modernization from below;
of an ever expanding world market embracing al l , capable of the most spectacular growth, capable of appal l ing waste and
devastation, capable of everything except sol idi ty and stabi l i ty (1983, pp 18–19).
This  evocative description articulates  some of the key features  which are understood to characterise nineteenth-century
modernity: an ever-changing and fast-paced urban environment, the emergence of a  developed capital is t society, acceleration
of scienti fic and technological  innovations, and an increase in visual  stimul i . This  last point, in particular, has  often been
taken to s ignal  a  rupture with the amount and type of information previous ly avai lable, according a  new and speci fic
importance to the visual  in the understanding of the world. For example, Jonathan Crary writes  that this  period saw a ‘new
valuation of visual  experience’ that was  ‘given an unprecedented mobi l i ty and exchangeabi l i ty’ (1990, p 14). ‘The modern era’,
Martin Jay notes , ‘has  been dominated by the sense of s ight in a  way that set i t apart from i ts  premodern predecessors  and
poss ibly i ts  postmodern successor’ (1988, p 3; see also Mitchel l , 2000). Many wel l -known nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century thinkers  and artists  s imi larly noted the kaleidoscopic, fractured and al ienating (visual ) experiences  that such spatio-
temporal  dynamics  had resulted in. Famously, Charles  Baudelaire described the experience of modernity as  that of ‘the
ephemeral , the fugitive, the contingent’ (1863, 1995, p 13),[15] whi le Walter Benjamin, drawing on Baudelaire, wrote of i t as  ‘a
series  of shocks  and col l i s ions’ that diminished human experiences  because they could not be ass imi lated (1939, 1997, p 132).
[16] In both instances, visual  modernity is  presented as  an urban phenomenon born out of new practices  of mobi l i ty, and
ensuing viewing experiences  interpreted as  fundamental ly affected by the accelerated character of modern l i fe.
These readings  suggest that i t was  not just that visual  stimul i  were multiple and kaleidoscopic in character, but a lso that
people appeared not to be in control  of them. At fi rst, these descriptions  may seem reminiscent of cycl is ts ’ visual  accounts ,
which l ikewise recal led the experience of encountering a  fast-changing sequence of visual  stimul i : indeed, cycl is ts  commonly
described their visual  impress ions  in terms of ‘fleeting gl impses’ (1884c, p 3), of catching ‘a  gl impse of a  sweetly pretty scene’
(1884b, p 165) or ‘many a gl impse of tree and heather’ (Selby, 1897, p 380). Yet, as  Berman notes, i f on the one hand modernity
suppressed the individual  by creating standardisation and uniformity, including of visual  experiences, on the other i t a lso
pushed the individual  (particularly the middle-class  subject who was gaining sel f-determination) to search for ways  to escape
from modern rational isation i tsel f. This  was  a  balance between ‘a  wi l l  to change – to transform both themselves  and their world
– and a terror of disorientation and dis integration, of l i fe fa l l ing apart’ (Berman, 1983, p 13) – what, in Matei  Cal inescu’s
words, we could describe as  the ‘battle for the modern’ fought by the middle classes  (1987, pp 41–42), of which bicycle-owning
photographers  were certainly a  part. 
It i s  within this  context, I  argue, that we need therefore to cons ider the impact that the practice of combining photography and
cycl ing had on visual  experiences  and related photographic practices . From this  perspective, cycl ing promised modern subjects
one way ‘to transform both themselves  and their world’ (Berman, 1983, p 13) by fostering a  new way to be in the world that, in
turn, influenced how people saw the world and wished to represent such experience.[17] Whi le the engagement with a  modern
machine provided socia l  recognition and the sense of participating in a  modern project, the perception of independence that
came with control l ing the vehicle s imultaneously a l lowed for the preservation of a  bourgeois  and individual ist experience of
travel  (Jamieson, 2002; Oosterhuis , 2016). This  shaped how cycl is ts  related to the landscape they rode through. As  Ti l ley notes ,
‘[s ]pace is  socia l ly produced…meaningful ly consti tuted in relation to human agency and activi ty’ (1984, p 10). From this
perspective, we can say that cycl is ts ’ understanding of the world was  shaped by how the technology-enhanced movement made
them act and feel , and that this , in turn, shaped their visual  perceptions  (see also DeCertau, 1984). Cycl ing, then, was  not s imply
a more efficient way to reach a particular location: early bicycles  changed the relationship between the phys ical  sel f and i ts
environment, as  seen and traversed, by a l lowing the former to feel  in control  over the latter. This  was  an active engagement with
the spatio-temporal  dynamics  of modernity that enabled a sense of domestication of these experiences, in doing so a l lowing
photographers  to enhance (or so was  the promise) one’s  body and senses. Indeed, what is  s triking in cycl is ts ’ accounts  is  a
sense of freedom in mobi l i ty as  wel l  as  visual i ty that the combined use of cycle and camera seemed to promise, and which
differed from the col lective (visual ) experiences  provided by other means of transport such as  the rai lway. For example, Harry
Hewitt Gri ffin, the editor of Bicycling News, wrote in the Amateur Photographer to promote, as  i ts  ti tle explained, ‘Cycl ing with the
Camera’, that thanks  to cycl ing: ‘Rai lway time-tables  become a sealed book…when an “artistic journey” is  contemplated, and
one becomes glorious ly independent of return tickets  and the l imited field of operation which is  general ly entai led by a  tra in
journey’ (1885, p 201). Ernest R Shipton, the Secretary of the CTC and editor of i ts  gazette (and thus  the author of the inci tement
to which Brennan, as  noted in my introduction, had responded), as  wel l  as  a  photographer himself, wrote in a  paper del ivered
to the Camera Club in London in 1887 that: ‘Upon a cycle he [a  photographer] i s  his  own master; his  time is  at his  disposal ; and
if, in stopping by the way, he fa i ls  to reach his  intended destination, what matters  i t? It but means another enjoyable day in
store’ (1887a, p 119; 1887b, p 125).[18] If you cycle, G Sul l ivan s imi larly commented in 1896, ‘there is  a  never-changing
prospect before you; your journey wi l l  abound with endless  varying incidents  and del ights ’. Yet, the author continued, ‘seen
from the window of a  ra i lway carriage, this  sel f-same country wi l l  seem tame to the last degree’ (1896, p 449). In this  sense,
cycl is ts ’ accounts  of their visual  experiences  can be understood as  a  particular express ion of Berman’s  more general  ‘wi l l  to
change’ (1983, p 13): that i s , not s imply as  the indication of an ever-changing and al ienating visual  environment, but as  an
attempt to express  themselves  in a  way that transcended modern rational isation i tsel f. The engagement with the technology,
then, a l lowed people to develop a new individual  sense of sel f whose consti tution stood in opposition to those mechanisms of
regulation and conformity that were shaping everyday l i fe. This  influenced cycl is ts ’ perception of how photography should be
used to represent these experiences: this  was  a  modern subjectivi ty that strove for a  new cultural  express ion. 
There is  a  wealth of l i terature that discusses  how modern technologies  fundamental ly a l tered perceptions  of time and space,
fostering new ways  of articulating such experiences  that questioned establ ished socia l , cultural  and aesthetic orders .[19]
Stephen Kern, for example, wri tes  that:
The plural i ty of spaces, the phi losophy of perspectivism, the affi rmation of pos itive negative space, the restructuring of
forms, and the contraction of socia l  distance assaulted a variety of hierarchical  orderings . Whi le the plural i ty of l ived
spaces  envis ioned by the geometers , phys icists , and biologists  and those created by the painters  and novel ists  did not
always  a im directly at the socia l  s tructure of the aristocracy, they energized a general  cultural  chal lenge to a l l  outmoded
hierarchies  (1983, p 315).
I argue that this  ‘cultural  chal lenge’, which Kern examines  in relation to l i terary and artistic sources, a lso took place amongst
middle class  amateur photographers  who cycled. In other words, their embodied experience of space was part of a  broader
shi ft towards  a  technological ly-enhanced participation in the world that sanctioned personal  and individual  perspectives .[20]
Whi le their actions  were not driven by that ‘conscious  commitment to modernity’ (Cal inescu, 1987, p 86) that describes  the
modernists  at the centre of Kern’s  account, we can certainly think of them as  popular modernists  in the sense that their
practices  impl ici tly questioned establ ished photographic canons. As  the reconstruction of their everyday experiences  indicates ,
the combined use of camera and cycle had produced a modern subjectivi ty that, perhaps  at an unconscious  level , fel t the urge
to use photography di fferently: in other words, the interaction with these technologies  chal lenged hegemonic canons by forming
modern subjects  that projected visual  and technological  des ires  into the future. The important point, then, i s  that for those
photographers  who had embraced new forms of personal  mobi l i ty, individual  vis ion had started to mean something di fferent.
Indeed, we can see the emergence i tsel f of a  new term such as  ‘cyclo-photographer’, which was coined at this  time to describe
the combined use of cycle and camera (Dominici , 2018b), as  gesturing towards  the sel f-awareness  that a  new visual  sel f a lso
necess i tated new means and practices  of representation. To put i t another way, the consciousness  of a  new relationship with
sel f and place enabled by cycl ing was  instrumental  in shaping, in turn, a  des ire for new ways  to represent such new (visual )
experience. This  means that cyclo-photographers  wished to represent their world long before they had adequate tools  to do so:
i t was  their practices , rather than their photographs, that anticipated the emergence of new aesthetic modes. 
Signi ficantly, in fact, the photographs that cycl is ts  took do not present any discernible s igns  of such a transformation in visual
practices: they just do not seem any di fferent to our eyes  from what other tourists  were taking at this  time. There are two main
reasons  for this : the fi rst i s  l inked to the tight connection between establ ished aesthetics  and class , particularly the dominant
photographic aesthetic of their time, pictoria l ism.[21] Amateur photographers  who sought to take part in the exhibitions, prizes
and lantern shows taking place in the winter months, for example, were encouraged to imitate paintings  (i .e. romantic
landscapes  and rural  idyl ls ) in order to demonstrate their own value as  artists  and, consequently, members  of a  respectable
class . As  Edwards  argues, these ‘artistic aspirations  of amateur photographers  were…closely related to class , namely in the
difference between the educated and aesthetical ly attuned gentleman and the artisanal  mechanical  operator’ (2012, p 85). The
relationship between pictoria l ism and amateur practice found a ferti le terrain in the context of touring (Taylor, 1994), as  this
atti tude to representation al igned i tsel f with the long-standing debate between the sel f-appointed and sens itive travel ler, and
the ‘vulgar’ tourist (Buzard, 1993; Lofgren, 1999). Conforming to this  aesthetic – or, in contemporary terminology, to acquire the
proper cultural  capital  – was  then crucia l  for a  class  that was  seeking sel f-determination. As  a  number of scholars  have indeed
demonstrated, culture came to be cons idered ‘a  s igni ficant – i f not indispensable – part of what i t meant to be “middle class”’ in
this  period (Gunn, 2005, p 24; see also Wolff and Seed, 1988; Young, 2003). This  was  part of a  wider project, championed by
both the photographic press  and photographic societies , that sought societal  appreciation of photography as  an art form, in
doing so privi leging a  col lectively recognised way of seeing over idiosyncratic vis ion – something that, as  we wi l l  see, was
questioned by the technological ly empowered individual  in modern society. 
The other reason, addressed below, is  that avai lable cameras  somehow restricted the engagement with new visual  stimul i  that
photographers  sought. It i s  thus  in their wri tten accounts  that we need to look for evidence of how the establ ished visual  order
was fa l l ing short of the des ires  of a  modern, moving, gaze and, consequently, of how the des ire for a  new visual  language had
begun to emerge.
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Representing a modern, moving, gaze
In December 1885 the AP publ ished an article ti tled ‘The Camera on Wheels  (Highly Commended): From London to the Is le of
Wight’, penned by H H Dore. The text offered an account of a  five-week cycl ing tour that the author and his  brother had made the
previous  summer. In the article, which is  representative of many s imi lar accounts  publ ished in the photography and cycl ing
press  in this  period, Dore sketched the route fol lowed, described some of the photographs taken during the trip, advised on the
tricycle and camera used, and enthus iastical ly encouraged the readers  of the AP to touring with a  ‘camera on wheels ’, as  the
article was  appropriately ti tled. Dore thus  began:
Of a l l  modes and manners  of touring, that of a  tricycle far surpasses  any other means of locomotion, as  at once being the
fastest (of course, barring steam) as  wel l  as  the most pleasant. Who can appreciate better than a cycl is t the lovely
sti l lness  of a  summer’s  night, with the landscape bathed in Luna’s  uncertain l ight? What can be more exhi larating and
soul-sti rring than to gl ide through such a scene on wheels? Would that the sens itive plate were ‘quick’ enough to fix so
fleeting an image as  this! (1885, p 587)
Whi le the opening sentence highl ights  the benefi ts  associated with this  new way of moving – chiefly, independence, as  a  cycl is t
was completely in charge of where and when to go – the two questions  that fol low and the concluding statement i l lustrate
instead how such movement was influencing riders ’ visual  experiences. The fi rst rhetorical  question describes  a  lack of
movement: Dore writes  of the lovely sti l lness  of the landscape, a  motionless  and quiet scene that i s  unaffected by technology.
With the second rhetorical  question, however, the text accelerates: Dore explains  how the movement enabled by the tricycle
al lowed him to disrupt and cut through this  sti l lness . He writes  of ‘gl iding’ through such a scene, of the exhi laration and intense
emotions  that this  arouses. This  sense of distance shrinking and time accelerating not only disrupted the landscape, which is
no longer sti l l , but a lso transformed Dore’s  visual  impress ion of this  landscape: i t i s  key, in the last sentence, to note how he
describes  what he saw whi le riding as  a  ‘fleeting image’ – a  trope that, as  we have seen, recurs  in cycl is ts ’ recol lections  of their
visual  experiences.
Figure 7
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Photograph captioned ‘Rustic Lane, Puckaster Cove’ printed in Dore, 1885, p 587
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Yet, as  Dore’s  remark indicates , the existing technology was not cons idered adequate to engage with these new visual
experiences. Let us  cons ider, for example, the only photograph from his  tour that was  publ ished with the article (Figure 7), and
its  caption – ‘Rustic Lane, Puckaster Cove’ – and description – ‘a  bi t in a  lane leading to Puckaster Cove, very narrow and
general ly very dirty, and a great deal  too rough for a  tricycle even to penetrate’ (1885, p 588). There is  no sense here of that
technology enhanced transformation of the experience of time and space that, by contrast, Dore’s  account conveys  – in this
case, a lso because Dore seems to have had di fficulties  riding on the path. Yet, whi le the cycle was  cons idered to enhance the
body of photographers  for the reasons  detai led above, existing camera technology was seen to do the opposite, that i s , to s low
down and to impair a  photographer – hence the di fference in pace, so to speak, between Dore’s  description of his  visual
experiences  and the accompanying photograph. This  was, fi rstly, because the process  i tsel f of taking a  photograph was indeed
rather laborious. A typical  description is  offered by Caleb C Smith, the photographic editor of Tricycling Journal who ran the
weekly column ‘Photography on Wheels ’: 
Now having selected the ‘bi t’ upon which we are to make our fi rst attempt, we wi l l  ‘rig up’ our camera in pos ition, remove
the cap off the lens  and place our head under the focuss ing cloth. Having taken out the stop, i f i t be a  detachable one, or i f
rotary turn i t round unti l  the largest one is  in use. Now as  a  great flood of l ight wi l l  thus  be admitted, we shal l  be able to
see distinctly to focus, now by opening and clos ing the camera (ei ther by the focuss ing screw or by s imply opening and
shutting in the case of our camera, not having a  screw fi tted.) The student wi l l  soon find when the image is  sharpest. […]
When the student bel ieves  that he has  got his  image sharp, place the smal lest stop in the lens. We recommend the use of
the smal lest stop so that the student may give a  longer exposure, and thus  not experience so much di fficulty in developing
his  fi rst plate. Now the cap must be replaced and the student proceed to prepare his  dark s l ide for use (1886, p 142).
As  I have discussed elsewhere (Dominici , 2018b), there is  ample evidence that cyclo-photographers  found the s low pace that
this  process  required at odds  with their newfound visual  and mobi le independence. Secondly, as  Dore’s  remark – ‘Would that
the sens itive plate were “quick” enough to fix so fleeting an image as  this!’ – suggests , the existing camera technology prevented
photographers  from engaging with their new visual  experiences  because of an issue with the sens itivi ty of commercial ly
avai lable glass  plates , which were only just becoming fast enough to capture moving subjects .[22] This  demand for
instantaneous photography was widely shared by photographers  who cycled. In 1887, for example, Henry Sturmey, the editor of
Cyclist and a photographer himself, noted that ‘an exposure sufficiently quick to secure good pictures  of objects  in motion…is  a
fascinating pursuit which appeals , perhaps, more directly to cycl is ts  than to any other class ’ (1887, p 124) – an observation
that impl ici tly l inks  cycl is ts ’ experience of time and space with their photographic des ires . 
Kim Timby has  recently argued that such new photographic poss ibi l i ties  ‘may…have helped give form to the des ire for a
cinematic image: with the new dry plates , i t was  poss ible to photograph the modern, moving, fleeting world, but these images
looked frustratingly inert’ (2018, p 184). This  was  part of a  quest for a  ‘successful  imitation of the experience of vis ion’ (Timby,
2018, p 181) that informed wider discuss ions  about photographic real ism and truth (Belknap, 2016). My argument, however, i s
that we should understand this  eagerness  to engage with ‘fleeting images’ not s imply as  a  des ire to capture and thus  reproduce
motion but, most importantly, as  a  way to negotiate the motionless  nature of the photograph with the accelerated and highly
individual istic vis ion of the cycl is t, what we can describe as  a  modern, moving, gaze. As  El izabeth Edwards  notes  in relation to
the photographic survey movement, active between 1885 and 1918 with the purpose of recording the Engl ish past, ‘photographs
represented moments  of sti l lness  in the movement of the photographer through the landscape, not only because the nature of
the photograph i tsel f, but because the moment of observation on which the surveys  were premised was made from a stationary
position’ (2012, pp 72–73, original  emphasis ). Instantaneous photography, which ‘carried an assumption of directness  and
spontaneity of observation…[and] stood for a  direct, unmediated trans lation of vis ion i tsel f’, met the aims of the survey because
it was  seen to enable the ‘immediacy of the historical ’ (Edwards, 2012, pp 71, 72). For photographers  who cycled, however, the
‘moment of observation’ that they wished to recreate took place from a moving pos ition, whi le the ‘directness  and spontaneity’
of vis ion of the instantaneous photograph appealed to this  new way of seeing because of the embodied sense of technology that
i t provided. The product of a  hand-held camera, the instantaneous photograph seemingly extended a photographer’s  vis ion
across  the modern world in the same way in which the cycle was  fel t to extend the capabi l i ties  of one’s  body. This  a l lowed
cycl is ts  to capture, and thus  understand, what the moving gaze could only see as  ‘gl impses’, ‘impress ions’, or ‘fleeting images’,
s imultaneously inspiring photographers  to think of their own vis ion as  kaleidoscopic and rapidly changing. It was  the des ire to
articulate visual ly this  new sense of one’s  own presence in the experience of seeing, I  argue, that a lso influenced the emergence
of a  new, informal , visual  language. 
It i s  s triking, in this  respect, to notice how the des ire to represent this  new sense of independence in visual i ty i s  reminiscent of
(or anticipates) the cinematic montage of the early twentieth century. As  is  wel l  known, cinema has  often been discussed as  the
technology that in primis a l lowed for an articulation, and thus  understanding, of modernity, ‘des igned to capture and reveal , far
beyond the shape of things , the rhythm by which the world moved and changed… [W]ithout cinema, modernity is  unthinkable’
(Pomerance, 2006, p 12). Benjamin’s  influentia l  cla im that ‘technology has  subjected the human sensorium to a  complex kind of
training’, and that this  ‘urgent need for stimul i  was  met by the fi lm’ (1939, 1997, p 132), for instance, highl ighted both the
numbing effects  that visual  modernity was  seen to have on the body, and cinema’s  capacity to protect the human sensorium by
manipulating such visual  stimul i  so that they could be taken in. It i s  a long s imi lar l ines , I  argue, that we should a lso cons ider
cycl is ts ’ interest in instantaneous photography, and the transformational  influence that the confluence of new ways  of moving
and seeing had on photographic practices . Speci fical ly, we can think of cycl is ts ’ des ire to find new ways  to engage with the
‘fleeting image’ as  a  pre-cinematic attempt at express ing the experience and temporal i ty of modernity from the perspective of
the individual : in other words, an attempt at adding temporal i ty and one’s  own sense of sel f and place to the motionless  and
aesthetical ly rigid photograph. Brennan’s  comment, at the beginning of this  article, that he tried to ‘convey…the impress ion
made on me by seeing the world from a bicycle’ in us ing the lantern can thus  be understood as  an effort to recreate both i ts
subjective experience of the world and the new pace at which he fel t this  was  now taking place. That is  to say, the experience of
visual i ty fostered by cycl ing foresaw the perceived sense of immediacy of the snapshot in the sense that i t urged a new visual
language in consonance with the sense of autonomy, individual  agency and informal i ty that had come to shape these
photographers ’ new experience of being in the world. This , in turn, chal lenged the photographic aesthetic fashionable at the
time, pictoria l ism, in that the latter’s  association with the historical  record (Edwards, 2012) and i ts  rigid rules  of sel f-
express ion (Robinson, 1889) clashed with cycl is ts ’ des ires  for a  more spontaneous and embodied form of visual  express ion
representative of the visual  experiences  of a  modern subject.
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Conclusion
In 1905, advis ing in the column ‘Cycle and Camera’ on the best lens  to use for ‘cycle-touring purposes’, ‘A. Wheelman’ (a
pseudonym) declared that ‘[i ]n this  hurrisome twentieth century, a  time exposure is  as  rare as  the dodo, and a tripod as  rare as
i ts  egg… Arm yoursel f with an F/6 lens, and snap as  fast as  you l ike’ (1905a, p 390). By this  time, both cycl ing and photography
had developed into more practical  and s imple to operate machines, and were within the reach of a  wider class  of people. The
rol l  fi lm had brought photography to many whose interest was  not in artistic express ion but, rather, in recording fami ly, friends
or events  of personal  value: as  has  been extens ively discussed, this  led to a  new kind of photograph, the snapshot. The
photographs that Wheelman encouraged cycl is ts  to take, however, were not without artistic intent. In the column, which ran in
the AP during the summer season from 1905 to 1908, Wheelman made clear that the pursuit ought to be ‘pictoria l  photography’,
and that a  photographer who cycled was not a  ‘mere amateurish snapper’ (1905b, p 105). Yet, by advis ing photographers  to
avoid long exposure times and to work with what would have been a rapid lens, Wheelman also acknowledged that the modus
operandi of a  photographer was  somehow changing. The tripod, which stood for a  contemplative study of the object to be
photographed, appeared to be unfi t ‘in this  hurrisome twentieth century’: as  I  have argued in this  article, the fast pace of
modernity fostered amongst cycl is ts  a  des ire for new ways  to engage with, and to represent, such new visual  experiences. We
can then say that the acceleration of the age, which the new mobi l i ty of cycl ing so aptly embodied, anticipated the immediacy of
the snapshot by reveal ing the l imitations  of establ ished photographic practices  and apparatuses  in meeting the des ires  of a
modern, moving, gaze. Whi le Wheelman continued to promote pictoria l ism, photographers  who did not share the same anxiety
about cultural  recognition were able to develop a new visual  language attuned to the experience and temporal i ty of modernity.
The visual  accounts  of photographers  who, starting in the late 1870s, began cycl ing, can be understood in this  way as  the
express ion of a  new experience of being in the modern world that was  ful ly real ised visual ly only with the advent of the rol l  fi lm
and, with i t, the compact camera. As  Edwards  notes , ‘the way in which photography has  been understood almost exclus ively as
a visual  system’ el ides  the fact that photography is  ‘a  complex and embodied cultural  process  of which the photographs
themselves  are only the final  outcome’ (2014, p 179). In this  article I have hopeful ly demonstrated that paying attention to the
ideological  and historical  conditions  for the production of photographers, and not s imply of photographs, can contribute to our
understanding of the s igni ficance that photography, as  more than just a  visual  system, has  had for modern l i fe.
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1. Brennan s igned the letter as  ‘R. Edward Brennan, Consul  C.T.C., 1510, 18 S.I.D.’ C.T.C. British and Irish Handbook & Guide
for 1889 l i s ts  a  ‘Brenan, R. E. from Grattan Square, Dungarvan’ (p 7) as  one of i ts  Chief Consuls . Modern Records  Centre,
Univers i ty of Warwick (MRC/UW), MSS.328/C/4/HAN/4
2. Founded as  the Bicycle Touring Club, i t was  re-ti tled Cycl is ts ’ Touring Club in 1883 and Cycl ing UK in 2016. MRC/UW,
MSS.328/C/3/4/1
3. The l i s t of Iri sh Counties  and Chief Consuls  publ ished in C.T.C. British and Irish Handbook & Guide for 1889 includes  one
entry for R E Brenan: ‘Waterford ……. R.E. Brenan, Grattan Square, Dungarvan’, p 57. MRC/UW, MSS.328/C/4/HAN/4
4. Wi l l iam Coutts  Keppel  (Viscount Bury) and G Lacy Hi l l ier, who co-authored the Cycling volume of The Badminton Library
of Sports and Pastimes, noted that same year the ‘undeniable fact that every third cycl is t i s  a  photographer’ (1887, p 55).
5. For a  discuss ion of photographers ’ use of the lantern in this  period see Nead, 2004. For a  broader analys is  of the
relation between Victorian popular visual  culture, education and the lantern see Kember et a l , 2012 and Del lmann and
Kess ler, 2020 (forthcoming).
6. The ‘suggestion’ to which Brennan referred was indeed that of ‘discovering means whereby the club membership may be
kept together during the dead season’ (1885a, p 354).
7. See, for example, ‘Capital is t’, 1891; and 1892c.
8. The equivalent in today’s  prices  of £12, £16 and £18 is  approximately £1,466, £1,955, and £2,199 respectively.
Calculated us ing the Bank of England Inflation Calculator: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-
pol icy/inflation/inflation-calculator (accessed 8 December 2018).
9. See, for example, Leake and Marret, 1884, and the example discussed later in this  article.
10. The velocipede, developed in France in 1867, paved the way for today’s  bicycles . It immediately appealed to wealthy
amateurs  and profess ional  photographers  who saw in i t a  more practical  way to move their equipment (wet plate
cameras) around. The editor of the Liverpool-based The Mechanic commented in 1869 that: ‘The velocipede seems to
commend i tsel f as  a  practical  a id to the perambulating photographer’ (1869, p 406).
11. Figures  1 to 4 and 6 are from a photographic a lbum of the Harrogate Meet, an annual  cycl ing event that took place at
least from 1878 to 1888 (1879b, np; 1888a p 419). Some of these photographs are a lso included in an album held by the
col lector Lorne Shields  (Toronto, Canada) that, in turn, includes  photographs that were printed as  i l lustrations  in an
article on the Harrogate Meet (Sturmey, 1884, pp 128–136). In 1884 the CTC Monthly Gazette & Official Record, reporting
on that year’s  camp, commented that: ‘Photography, amateur and profess ional , was  so pronounced that i t was
dangerous  to open the door of one’s  tent, and many pleasant souvenirs must be developing at the time of writing’ (1884e,
p 288).
12. Describing this  particular model , Keppel  and Hi l l ier commented that ‘the lateral  bar i s  found most useful  for many
purposes. The photographer straps  to i t the legs  of his  camera, the “sticks ,” to use a  profess ional  term’ (1887, p 451).
13. C.T.C. British and Irish Handbook & Guide for 1887. MRC/UW, MSS.328/C/4/HAN/3. See also: 1887a, ‘Reviews. C.T.C.
handbook and guide. Compi led by Ernest R. Shipton’, AP, 24 June, pp 299–301.
14. These included, for example, the London Tricycle Club (1885b); the London Social  Cycl ing Club (1887b); the Manchester
Amateur Photographic Society (1888b); the Cycl ing Camera Club of Ireland (1889); the Grimsby Cycl is ts ’ Club (1891a);
the Midland Camera Club (1891b); the Holborn Camera Club (1891c); the Worcester Tricycle Club (1892a); the Essex
Cycl ing Union (1892b); the West London Photographic Society (1893); and the South London, Leytonstone and Hackney
photographic societies  (Vanguard, 1897).
15. Baudelaire’s  ‘The Painter of Modern Li fe’ was  written in 1859–60 and fi rst publ ished in 1863.
16. The quotation is  from ‘Some Moti fs  in Baudelaire’, completed in 1939.
17. A wel l -known example of the impact of cycl ing on late Victorian society is  i ts  influence on women’s  emancipation and
rights  movement (Hal lenbeck, 2016; McCrone, 1988). For a  discuss ion of the relationship between cycl ing and gender
more broadly see Norcl i ffe, 2016 and Wånggren, 2017.
18. The article was  subsequently publ ished in both the C.T.C. Monthly Gazette & Official Record and the AP.
19. For a  discuss ion of the relationship between technological ly enhanced mobi l i ty and modernity see Andermatt Conley,
1993; and Pooley et a l , 2005. Particular attention has  been paid to the impact of the rai lway on perceptions  of space
and time, and how this  was  expressed in l i terature, cinema, painting and architecture (i .e. Beaumont and Freeman, 2007;
Kennedy and Treuherz, 2008; Schivelbusch, 1986). There is  a lso a  substantia l  l i terature on the relationship between
modernity and visual  culture that i l lustrates  how new ways  of seeing were closely tied to the increas ing expansion and
avai labi l i ty of visual  technologies  (i .e., Armstrong, 2008; Huhtamo, 2013; Misa et a l , 2004).
20. Di fferent responses  to the role of the visual  in modern l i fe have s imi larly been discussed as  a  tens ion between
(perceived) subjective and objective visual  practices , and their capacity to be control led or autonomous (i .e. Crary,
1990; Tagg, 1988).
21. Ini tia l ly articulated by Henry Peach Robinson in The Pictorial Effect in Photography (1869), pictoria l i sm aimed at
establ ishing photography as  a  fine art. This  approach heightened the express ion of the beauti ful  as  individual  vis ion
through, as  the AP for example put i t, s trict rules  of ‘selection, composition, balance, harmony’ cons idered to be the
minimum requirement ‘to make a picture’ (1891, p 251).
22. The other invention that made instantaneous photography poss ible was  the mechanical  shutter, which al lowed
photographers  to control  the exposure time with more precis ion rather than stopping i t manual ly (Coe, 1978).
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